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Message was edited by: jdcineaste Net lynx wu61rl driver for mac Hi Brody - what makes you think the 640Gb isn't a 'notebook' drive? I've a 640Gb one that's been in my Macbook Pro, although now it's in my Samsung Netbook.. I will sometimes start typing something and the computer will be slow to react; I also see the spinning ball much more
often.. If the previous drive was under 250 GB, a 640 GB drive will encounter these issues.. It wouldn't be a problem if the computer didn't seem to be sluggish in response, much more sluggish than with the 200G Hitachi drive I had before.

With Hider 2, you can keep things in order by hiding entire folders instead of just files.. Saying that, the OP has a 2 33Ghz MBP and I don't think the pausing issues apply that far back, well not in the same manner anyways.. Why waste time sifting through all of your folders to select individual files for hiding? And why organize your files all over
again? Don’t — just drag the folder to the app and hide it for extra security.. It's a 9 5mm unit that as far as I know adheres to the 2 5' SATA specifications? Like I say, worked fine in mine.

wd scorpio blue drivers

wd scorpio blue drivers, western digital scorpio blue drivers

I just received a Western Digital 640 gb (WD6400BEVT) Scorpio Blue Drive for my MacBookPro.. ' I'd never hear of this problem, and I'm really confused since the new drive has a lower rated energy requirement (it's a 5400 rpm vs 7200) than the previous drive.. I contacted WD and was told that 'It is quite possible that the computer cannot
manage the capacity and energy demand of this drive.. I've noticed that the drives 'Throttles' a lot, i e Seems to accelerate/spin and slow down/stop in a way I've never seen in any other drive, and I've been through lots.. I had it before I upgraded to an SSD back when I had a 500Gb 5400RPM Seagate Momentus for example - you can read about my
experiences with there here: I know that doesn't help the original poster that much unfortunately, but I don't think it's an issue with the drive being inherently incompatible with the Macbooks/Laptops as such.

Hider 2 has many additional features that keep your files within your reach at all times.. Hider 2 allows you to do just that by giving you the ability to hide and encrypt individual files and folders on your Mac, and it's on sale for over 30 percent off its usual price.. Global Shortcuts Instantly hide your data or lock the Hider 2 app at a moment’s notice
with its global shortcut keys.. The unit worked perfectly fine in my late 2008 unit?Conceal your files with hider 2 for mac.. Create in-app notes to organize your passwords and phone numbers Tag files to make sorting and filing hidden files much easier.

The drive is also available for as little as $122 33 on Amazon com (Amazon Link).. This is the unit in question or full specifications here: Even WD's spec says 'Big Capacity for Mobile Computing'.. Automatically encrypt your files with AES-256 and instantly password protect your files with Hider 2 for Mac.. Personally I doubt whether this issue is
with power - it's probably more to do with the random pausing that some machines experience with certain drives.. Has anyone else had these problems? Can someone tell me whether this is reality or obfuscation on the part of Western Digital?For more information, or to purchase the Western Digital Scorpio Blue WD10JPVT, head on over to
Western Digital’s product page on the web.. Hide individual files or entire folders Customize groups to keep your data tidy. e10c415e6f 
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